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What is an API and Why do I care?

 XML?

 Exploring APIs 

 Ex Libris Developers Network

 Exploring Ex Libris APIs

 Configuring APIs in MarcEdit
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 What other interfaces do you know?

◦ Graphical User Interfaces (GUI)

◦ Command Line Interface (CLI) 

 Computer < > Humans

 APIs are a System < > System Interface

◦ Application Programming Interface

◦ Ex Libris did not invent the term or technique

 adopted standard to improve interoperability of their products
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 An API is a DIRECT route for computer systems to exchange 

information 

◦ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Application_programming_interface

 Example:

 Ex Libris Developer Network APIs
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API

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Application_programming_interface
https://developers.exlibrisgroup.com/alma/apis/acq


 An API is not File Transfer between computer 2 systems

◦ File exported from Alma

◦ Picked up by another computer system

◦ Imported into the other computer system

 Example

 Ex Libris Developer Network Integrations
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FTP 

server

File 

Transfer

FTP 

server

* FTP = File Transfer Protocol

* 

https://developers.exlibrisgroup.com/alma/integrations/finance


 No, the API creator controls 

◦ functions (standards are CRUD – Create, Retrieve, Update, Delete)

◦ fields (what data can be exchanged)

◦ formats (standards are XML, JSON)

◦ parameters (what fields can be used in a query)

◦ security 

 Input and output are structured and documented
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 Standard operations (HTTP methods GET, POST, PUT, 

DELETE) 

◦ GET and DELETE are pretty obvious

◦ POST – input action, create or update, for example, create a new user (ID 

automatically generated)

◦ PUT – input action, create or update, it includes specific information 

preventing, say creation of same user over and over again with different 

ID number, for example, create new user (ID=1, every time)
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 There’s always some function missing in software

◦ Bulk update holding records with data unique to each record 

◦ User needs self-service loans

◦ Cataloger needs to bulk authority match names in catalog

◦ Purchasing wants stats on which ebooks used most

◦ User wants to search library catalog from other apps

◦ Library wants to extend digital collections with content from other 

collections

◦ Institution wants to archive electronic communication or output 

 API + Programming = more interoperability and control
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 What is an API and Why do I care?

XML

 Exploring APIs

 Ex Libris Developers Network 

 Exploring Ex Libris APIs

 Configuring APIs in MarcEdit
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 XML = EXtensible Markup Language 
◦ is a way to describe textual data, a markup language

◦ is an open structure, any text field can be represented

 XML is not
◦ presentation format (HTML, a display markup language, pre-defined)

◦ programming language

◦ database
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Markup_language


<article>

<author>Gerhard Weikum</author>

<title>The Web in 10 Years</title>

</article>

 Human-readable (with a little thought)
◦ Field names help understanding

 Program-readable and -writable
◦ Structure enforced

 More clear than:
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Gerhard Weikum
The Web in 10 Years



<t108>

<x87>Gerhard Weikum</x87>

<g10>The Web in 10 Years</g10>

</t108>

 Less Human-readable
◦ Field names do NOT help understanding

 Still program-readable and -writable
◦ Structure enforced
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 Portable Data

 Can be human-readable

 Can be flexible and customizable (tag set unlimited)

 Easy to use from programs

 Easy to convert (XML transformation languages)

 Many additional standards and tools

 Widely used and supported

 But much depends on design
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 Elements

◦ start AND end tags required

 Attributes

<article>

<author form=“first last“>Gerhard Weikum</author>

<title>The Web in 10 Years</title>

</article>
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 Elements 

◦ have a name (title) and content (The Web in 10 Years)

◦ may be nested, but nesting can‘t overlap

◦ may be empty: <this_is_empty/>

◦ case-sensitive

 Each XML document has only 1 root element and forms a tree

 Element content is 

◦ Parsed Character DATA (PCDATA) – strings with special characters 

or nested elements (mixed content, if both)

◦ CDATA is character data, not usually parsed
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17

address

name email phone birthday

first last year month day
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<addresses> 

<address>

<name>

<first>John</first>

<last>Jones</last>

</name>

<email>john.jones@gmail.com</email>

<phone>14156466895</phone>

<birthday>

<year>2000</year>

<month>January</month>

<day>1</day>

</birthday>

</address>

 </addresses>



 Elements MAY have attributes 

 Attributes must have name + value, e.g. <section 
number=“1“> (value must have quotes)

 How are elements and attributes different?

◦ Attributes can’t be repeated in an element

◦ Attributes have no structure, just text – elements can have “children”

 Rule of thumb

◦ noun >> element

◦ adjective >> attribute
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 XML can be designed for particular applications

 Example:  RSS feeds (Rich Site Summary or Really Simple 

Syndication), used to send news 

 Some fields have pre-defined structures, such as MARC, OAI

◦ Also in chemistry, mathematics, and  book publishing

 Structures should be registered with the W3Consortium and be 

publically available
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Wide_Web_Consortium


 XML may contain “escaped” special characters

◦ &    →    &amp;

◦ <    →    &lt;

◦ >   →  &gt;

◦ “   → &quot;

◦ ‘   →  &apos;

 These characters may NOT occur inside character data, as written

 Converted back by display

 Comments start with  <!- and end with  ->
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 view in chrome 

 collapsing sections 

 base URL

 ?

 name-value pairs

 %20 or + represents a space

 json
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 What is an API and Why do I care?

 XML

 Exploring APIs

 Ex Libris Developers Network 

Exploring Ex Libris APIs

 Configuring APIs in MarcEdit
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 https://api-eu.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/almaws/v1/users/joan/loans *

 Base URL

◦ Appropriate server address 

◦ almaws (alma web services)

◦ v1 (version number)

 RESTful call

◦ users (which section)

◦ joan (which user, username)

◦ loans (which information)

 Developers Network > Users

* Must add apikey for this to work
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https://developers.exlibrisgroup.com/alma/apis/users/GET/gwPcGly021r0XQMGAttqcPPFoLNxBoEZSZhrICr+9So=/0aa8d36f-53d6-48ff-8996-485b90b103e4


 https://api-eu.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/almaws/v1/users/joan? 

expand=loans,requests,fees

 Base URL

 RESTful call

◦ users (which section)

◦ joan (which user, username)

 Instruction 

◦ expand (command)

◦ loans,request,fees (which information)
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 https://api-eu.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/almaws/v1/bibs/ 

990000385980203596/holdings/2217244830003596/

 Base URL

 RESTful call

◦ bibs (which section)

◦ 990000385980203596 (which bib, mmsid)

◦ holdings (which sub-section)

◦ 2217244830003596 (which holding, mmsid)
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 https://api-eu.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/almaws/v1/bibs/990000385980203596/ 

holdings/2217244830003596/items/2317244820003596

 Base URL

 RESTful call

◦ bibs (which section)

◦ 990000385980203596 (which bib, mmsid)

◦ holdings (which sub-section)

◦ 2217244830003596 (which holding, mmsid)

◦ Items (which sub-sub-section)

◦ 2317244820003596 (which item, item id)
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